Update code or documentation about star name in "How to Release"

Status  
 Closed

Subject  
Update code or documentation about star name in "How to Release"

Version  
12.x

Category  
  • Documentation (or Advocacy)

Feature  
Administration

Resolution status  
Fixed

Submitted by  
Marc Laporte

Volunteered to solve  
Nelson Ko

Lastmod by  
Marc Laporte

Rating  
★★★★★ (0) 🙃

Description
Star name was forgotten in code at the last release:
http://sourceforge.net/p/tikiwiki/code/HEAD/tree/branches/11.x/lib/setup/twversion.class.php#l31

If this is useful, it should be indicated in Releasing. If not useful, it should be removed from the code.

Solution
Looks like code is OK now. I updated documentation.

Importance  
2

Easy to solve?  
8

Priority
Demonstrate Bug

Please demonstrate your bug on show2.tikiwiki.org

Version: trunk

Ticket ID
4683

Created
Wednesday 21 August, 2013 15:56:20 GMT-0000

LastModif
Sunday 03 November, 2013 05:35:41 GMT-0000

Comments

Pascal St-Jean 25 Aug 13 21:46 GMT-0000

What is star name?

luciash d' being ♂ 26 Aug 13 14:25 GMT-0000

Code name of the Tiki release.
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